### FALL 2016 – Title Selection

**Philosophy | History**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Series</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>978-3-658-11013-0</td>
<td>Arnaldi</td>
<td>Responsibility in Science and Technology</td>
<td>Elements of a Social Theory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>978-3-319-25332-9</td>
<td>Benovsky</td>
<td>Meta-metaphysics</td>
<td>On Metaphysical Equivalence, Primitiveness, and Theory Choice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>978-94-024-0863-8</td>
<td>Bertolaso</td>
<td>Philosophy of Cancer</td>
<td>A Dynamic and Relational View</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>978-94-017-7588-5</td>
<td>Betta</td>
<td>Ethicmentality - Ethics in Capitalist Economy, Business, and Society</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>978-3-319-31777-9</td>
<td>Biagioli</td>
<td>Space, Number, and Geometry from Helmholtz to Cassirer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>978-3-319-44355-3</td>
<td>Bonnafous-Boucher</td>
<td>Stakeholder Theory</td>
<td>A Model for Strategic Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>978-3-319-29846-7</td>
<td>Borden Sharkey</td>
<td>An Aristotelian Feminism</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>978-3-658-12052-8</td>
<td>Brand</td>
<td>Dual-Process Theories in Moral Psychology</td>
<td>Interdisciplinary Approaches to Theoretical, Empirical and Practical Considerations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>978-3-319-29250-2</td>
<td>Bunge</td>
<td>Between Two Worlds</td>
<td>Memoirs of a Philosopher-Scientist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>978-3-319-39009-3</td>
<td>Busacchi</td>
<td>Habermas and Ricoeur’s Depth Hermeneutics</td>
<td>From Psychoanalysis to a Critical Human Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>978-3-319-45197-8</td>
<td>Camilleri</td>
<td>Heidegger et les grandes lignes d’une phénoménologie herméneutique du christianisme primitif</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>978-3-319-33203-1</td>
<td>Carnielli</td>
<td>Paraconsistent Logic: Consistency, Contradiction and Negation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>978-3-319-44244-0</td>
<td>Caterina</td>
<td>Iconicity and Abduction</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>978-3-319-33800-2</td>
<td>Céspedes</td>
<td>Causal Overdetermination and Contextualism</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>978-3-319-03921-3</td>
<td>Dadhich</td>
<td>Gandhi</td>
<td>Pioneer of Nonviolent Action</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>978-3-319-32245-2</td>
<td>Depraetere</td>
<td>Semantics and Pragmatics: Drawing a Line</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISBN</td>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Title</td>
<td>Subtitle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>978-3-319-29414-8</td>
<td>Dooley</td>
<td>Codes, Ciphers and Spies</td>
<td>Tales of Military Intelligence in World War I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>978-3-319-25143-1</td>
<td>Engelhard</td>
<td>Synthetic Biology Analysed</td>
<td>Tools for Discussion and Evaluation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>978-3-319-44928-9</td>
<td>Fanning</td>
<td>Normative and Pragmatic Dimensions of Genetic Counseling</td>
<td>Negotiating Genetics and Ethics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>978-3-319-28942-7</td>
<td>Franken</td>
<td>Liberal Neutrality and State Support for Religion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>978-3-319-32018-2</td>
<td>Garson</td>
<td>A Critical Overview of Biological Functions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>978-3-319-30498-4</td>
<td>Ghijsen</td>
<td>The Puzzle of Perceptual Justification</td>
<td>Conscious experience, Higher-order Beliefs, and Reliable Processes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>978-3-319-39287-5</td>
<td>Ginev</td>
<td>Hermeneutic Realism</td>
<td>Reality Within Scientific Inquiry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>978-94-024-0964-2</td>
<td>Gligorov</td>
<td>Neuroethics and the Scientific Revision of Common Sense</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>978-3-658-14459-3</td>
<td>Heil</td>
<td>Epigenetics</td>
<td>Ethical, Legal and Social Aspects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>978-3-319-39073-4</td>
<td>Hongladarom</td>
<td>The Online Self</td>
<td>Externalism, Friendship and Games</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>978-3-658-14679-5</td>
<td>Kelly</td>
<td>Information Cultures in the Digital Age</td>
<td>A Festschrift in Honor of Rafael Capurro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>978-3-658-14448-7</td>
<td>Krings</td>
<td>Scientific Knowledge and the Transgression of Boundaries</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>978-981-10-1129-0</td>
<td>Ku</td>
<td>History of Zen</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>978-3-319-44762-9</td>
<td>Lau</td>
<td>Phenomenology and Intercultural Understanding</td>
<td>Toward a New Cultural Flesh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>978-3-319-33403-5</td>
<td>McCain</td>
<td>The Nature of Scientific Knowledge</td>
<td>An Explanatory Approach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>978-3-319-44719-3</td>
<td>Meynen</td>
<td>Legal Insanity: Explorations in Psychiatry, Law, and Ethics</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>978-3-319-39248-6</td>
<td>Mukerji</td>
<td>The Case Against Consequentialism Reconsidered</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>978-3-319-31443-3</td>
<td>Murphy</td>
<td>Responsibility in an Interconnected World</td>
<td>International Assistance, Duty, and Action</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISBN</td>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Title</td>
<td>Subtitle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>978-3-319-30902-6</td>
<td>Rescher</td>
<td>Pragmatism in Philosophical Inquiry</td>
<td>Theoretical Considerations and Case Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>978-3-319-33884-2</td>
<td>Rzayeva Oktay</td>
<td>The Challenges of Contemporaneity</td>
<td>Postmodernity and Multiculturalism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>978-3-319-39825-9</td>
<td>Schwartz</td>
<td>The Ethics of Space Exploration</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>978-3-319-33400-4</td>
<td>Schweigert</td>
<td>Business Ethics Education and the Pragmatic Pursuit of the Good</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>978-81-322-3644-3</td>
<td>Sebastian</td>
<td>The Cloud of Nothingness</td>
<td>The Negative Way in Nagarjuna and John of the Cross</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>978-3-319-34065-4</td>
<td>Slote</td>
<td>Human Development and Human Life</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>978-3-319-44867-1</td>
<td>Slowik</td>
<td>The Deep Metaphysics of Space</td>
<td>An Alternative History and Ontology Beyond Substantivalism and Relationism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>978-3-319-32911-6</td>
<td>Sobiech</td>
<td>Ethos, Bioethics, and Sexual Ethics in Work and Reception of the Anatomist Niels Stensen (1638-1686)</td>
<td>Circulation of Love</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>978-3-319-33734-0</td>
<td>Sánchez Guerrero</td>
<td>Feeling Together and Caring with One Another</td>
<td>A Contribution to the Debate on Collective Affective Intentionality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>978-981-10-1868-8</td>
<td>Tang</td>
<td>Anthology of Philosophical and Cultural Issues</td>
<td>An exploration into new frontiers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>978-94-024-0830-0</td>
<td>Weber</td>
<td>Biopoetics</td>
<td>Towards a Biological Theory of Life-as-Meaning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>978-3-319-31525-6</td>
<td>Wellman</td>
<td>Constitutional Rights -What They Are and What They Ought to Be</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>978-3-319-32400-5</td>
<td>Wiesemann</td>
<td>Moral Equality, Bioethics, and the Child</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>978-3-319-39045-1</td>
<td>Woermann</td>
<td>Bridging Complexity and Post-Structuralism</td>
<td>Insights and Implications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>978-981-10-1880-0</td>
<td>Wong</td>
<td>A Paradise Lost</td>
<td>The Imperial Garden Yuanming Yuan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>978-3-319-35154-4</td>
<td>van Eck</td>
<td>The Philosophy of Science and Engineering Design</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Responsibility in Science and Technology
Elements of a Social Theory
The present volume elucidates the scope of responsibility in science and technology governance by way of assimilating insights gleaned from sociological theory and STS and by investigating the ways in which responsibility unfolds in social processes. Drawing on these theoretical perspectives, the volume goes on to review a ‘heuristic model’ of responsibility. Such a model provides a simple, tentative, though no less coherent analytical framework for further examining the idea of responsibility, its transformations, configurations and contradictions.

More on www.springer.com/978-3-658-11013-0

Softcover
2016. VI, 103 p. 5 illus. (Technikzukünfte, Wissenschaft und Gesellschaft / Futures of Technology, Science and Society)
▶ 85,59 €
ISBN 978-3-658-11013-0
Gewöhnlich versandfertig in 3-5 Werktagen.

Ethicmentality - Ethics in Capitalist Economy, Business, and Society
Ethicmentality is an innovative book. It blends ethics with mentality to capture the interdependence of ethical life and social life creatively. The book is also innovative because of the way this interdependence is explored. By focusing on practical ethical behavior in today’s economy, business, and society, Michela Betta has advanced an understanding of ethics freed from the burden of moral theory. By introducing a new type of analysis this book also contributes to methodological innovation. Familiar issues are revisited through the notion of ethicmentality. Capitalist economy is presented in terms of a mentality embedded in society, culture, and politics. Government is revealed as[...]

More on www.springer.com/978-94-017-7588-5

Hardcover
▶ 96,29 €
ISBN 978-94-017-7588-5
Gewöhnlich versandfertig in 3-5 Werktagen.

Space, Number, and Geometry from Helmholtz to Cassirer
This book offers a reconstruction of the debate on non-Euclidean geometry in neo-Kantianism between the second half of the nineteenth century and the first decades of the twentieth century. Kant famously characterized space and time as a priori forms of intuitions, which lie at the foundation of mathematical knowledge. The success of his philosophical account of space was due not least to the fact that Euclidean geometry was widely considered to be a model of certainty at his time. However, such later scientific developments as non-Euclidean geometries and Einstein’s general theory of relativity called into question the certainty of Euclidean geometry and posed the problem of[...]

More on www.springer.com/978-3-319-31777-9

Hardcover
2016. XX, 239 p. (Archimedes, Band 46)
▶ 96,29 €
ISBN 978-3-319-31777-9
Erscheinungstermin: August 11, 2016

Meta-metaphysics
On Metaphysical Equivalence, Primitiveness, and Theory Choice
Metaphysical theories are beautiful. At the end of this book, Jiri Benovsky defends the view that metaphysical theories possess aesthetic properties and that these play a crucial role when it comes to theory evaluation and theory choice. Before we get there, the philosophical path the author proposes to follow starts with three discussions of metaphysical equivalence. Benovsky argues that there are cases of metaphysical equivalence, cases of partial metaphysical equivalence, as well as interesting cases of theories that are not equivalent. Thus, claims of metaphysical equivalence can only be raised locally. The slogan is: the best way to do meta-metaphysics is to do first-level[...]

More on www.springer.com/978-94-024-0863-8

Hardcover
2016. XVI, 188 p. 13 illus. in color. (History, Philosophy and Theory of the Life Sciences, Band 18)
▶ 96,29 €
ISBN 978-94-024-0863-8
Erscheinungstermin: August 21, 2016
This book provides an academic introduction to, and presentation and defence of stakeholder theory as a model for the strategic management of businesses and corporations, as well as of public organizations and institutions. The concept of the stakeholder is generally applied to parties that affect or are affected by the activities of private or public organizations. Distinct from shareholders, stakeholders are those individuals, entities or communities that have a connection with the activities of a corporation, a firm or an organization. The notion of the stakeholder is intimately linked to a conception of the business firm as an entity founded on negotiated governance, in which the...
their potentiality: firstly, at the level of a construction of a[...]

More on www.springer.com/978-3-319-39009-3

Hardcover
2016. XVI, 120 p. (Contributions to Hermeneutics, Band 3)
► 96,29 €
ISBN 978-3-319-39009-3
Gewöhnlich versandfertig in 3-5 Werktagen. August 16, 2016

Forthcoming
S. Camilleri

Heidegger et les grandes lignes d'une phénoménologie herméneutique du christianisme primitif

Cet ouvrage propose une étude de la pensée du jeune Heidegger au prisme de sa philosophie de la religion, reconstituée pour l’occasion dans ses rapports aux philosophies dominantes de son époque d’une part, et à l’histoire de la théologie et de l’exégèse d’autre part. Pour ce faire, il prend pour fil directeur le célèbre cours « Introduction à la phénoménologie de la religion » prononcé au semestre d’hiver 1920/1921 à l’Université de Freiburg, dont l’édition officielle est ici amendée en de multiples endroits. Une première partie s’attache à démontrer l’antériorité et l’excès de la vie sur toute théorie en interrogeant successivement la re définition de l’acte de penser en tant[...]

More on www.springer.com/978-3-319-45197-8

Hardcover
2017. Env. 750 p. (Phaenomenologica, Band 221)
► ca. 192,70 €
ISBN 978-3-319-45197-8
Erscheinungstermin: octobre 28, 2016

Paraconsistent Logic: Consistency, Contradiction and Negation

This book is the first in the field of paraconsistency to offer a comprehensive overview of the subject, including connections to other logics and applications in information processing, linguistics, reasoning and argumentation, and philosophy of science. It is recommended reading for anyone interested in the question of reasoning and argumentation in the presence of contradictions, in semantics, in the paradoxes of set theory and in the puzzling properties of negation in logic programming. Paraconsistent logic comprises a major logical theory and offers the broadest possible perspective on the debate of negation in logic and philosophy. It is a powerful tool for reasoning under[...]

More on www.springer.com/978-3-319-33203-1

Hardcover
2016. XXIV, 398 p. 2 illus. (Logic, Epistemology, and the Unity of Science, Band 40)
► 123,04 €
ISBN 978-3-319-33203-1
Gewöhnlich versandfertig in 3-5 Werktagen.

Iconicity and Abduction

This book consolidates and extends the authors’ work on the connection between iconicity and abductive inference. It emphasizes a pragmatic, experimental and fallibilist view of knowledge without sacrificing formal rigor. Within this context, the book focuses particularly on scientific knowledge and its prevalent use of mathematics. To find an answer to the question “What kind of experimental activity is the scientific employment of mathematics?” the book addresses the problems involved in formalizing abductive cognition. For this, it implements the concept and method of iconicity, modeling this theoretical framework mathematically through category theory and topos. Peirce’s concept[...]

More on www.springer.com/978-3-319-44244-0

Hardcover
► 96,29 €
ISBN 978-3-319-44244-0
Erscheinungstermin: October 11, 2016

Gandhi

Pioneer of Nonviolent Action

This book offers an in-depth introduction to Mohandas Karam Chand Gandhi, better known as Mahatma Gandhi, who successfully used nonviolent techniques as a political means to achieve the liberation of India from British colonial rule. The emphasis in the book is on his pioneering work and thought on Nonviolent Action. The work presents selected writings of Mahatma Gandhi and an exhaustive introduction, which touches upon all relevant aspects of Gandhian thought with a critical eye. The selection of texts is thematic/historical and academic. The book is structured so as to be useful for both academics and gen-
eral readers interested in familiarizing themselves with the political[...]

More on [www.springer.com/978-3-319-03921-3](http://www.springer.com/978-3-319-03921-3)

**Softcover**
2016. 150 p. (Nobel Laureates, Band 33)
► ca. 53,49 €
ISBN 978-3-319-03921-3

**Erscheinungstermin: November 6, 2016**

---

I. Depraetere, R. Salkie (Eds.)

**Semantics and Pragmatics: Drawing a Line**

This book explores new territory at the interface between semantics and pragmatics, reassessing a number of linguistic phenomena in the light of recent advances in pragmatic theory and presenting stimulating insights by experts in linguistics and philosophy. The authors begin by reassessing the definition of four theoretical concepts: saturation, free pragmatic enrichment, completion and expansion. They go on to confront (sub)disciplines that have addressed similar issues but that have not necessarily been in close contact, and then turn to questions related to reported speech, modality, indirect requests and prosody. Chapters investigate lexical pragmatics and (cognitive) lexical[...]

More on [www.springer.com/978-3-319-32245-2](http://www.springer.com/978-3-319-32245-2)

**Hardcover**
2016. Approx. 300 p. 4 illus. (Logic, Argumentation & Reasoning, Band 11)
► 96,29 €
ISBN 978-3-319-32245-2

**Erscheinungstermin: October 9, 2016**

---

J.F. Dooley

**Codes, Ciphers and Spies**

**Tales of Military Intelligence in World War I**

When the United States declared war on Germany in April 1917, it was woefully unprepared to wage a modern war. Whereas their European counterparts already had three years of experience in using code and cipher systems in the war, American cryptologists had to help in the building of a military intelligence unit from scratch. This book relates the personal experiences of one such character, providing a uniquely American perspective on the Great War. It is a story of spies, coded letters, plots to blow up ships and munitions plants, secret inks, arms smuggling, treason, and desperate battlefield messages. Yet it all begins with a college English professor and Chaucer scholar named John[...]

More on [www.springer.com/978-3-319-29414-8](http://www.springer.com/978-3-319-29414-8)

**Softcover**
2016. XVII, 280 p. 39 illus., 6 illus. in color.
► 29,95 €
ISBN 978-3-319-29414-8

**Gewöhnlich versandfertig in 3-5 Werktagen.**

M. Engelhard (Ed.)

**Synthetic Biology Analysed**

**Tools for Discussion and Evaluation**

Synthetic biology is a dynamic, young, ambitious, attractive, and heterogeneous scientific discipline. It is constantly developing and changing, which makes societal evaluation of this emerging new science a challenging task, prone to misunderstandings. Synthetic biology is difficult to capture, and confusion arises not only regarding which part of synthetic biology the discussion is about, but also with respect to the underlying concepts in use. This book offers a useful toolbox to approach this complex and fragmented field. It provides a biological access to the discussion using a ‘layer’ model that describes the connectivity of synthetic or semisynthetic organisms and cells to the[...]

More on [www.springer.com/978-3-319-25143-1](http://www.springer.com/978-3-319-25143-1)

**Hardcover**
2016. XVII, 211 p. 3 illus. (Ethics of Science and Technology Assessment, Band 44)
► 53,49 €
ISBN 978-3-319-25143-1

**Gewöhnlich versandfertig in 3-5 Werktagen.**

L. Franken

**Liberal Neutrality and State Support for Religion**

This book focuses on the financing of religions, examining some European church-state models, using a philosophical methodology. The work defends autonomy-based liberalism and elaborates how this liberalism can meet the requirements of liberal neutrality. The chapters also explore religious education and the financing of institutionalized religion. This volume collates the work of top scholars in the field. Starting from the idea that autonomy-based liberalism is an adequate framework for the requirement of liberal neutrality, the author elaborates why a liberal state can support religions and how she should do this, without violating the principle of neutrality. Taking into account[...]

More on [www.springer.com/978-3-319-28942-7](http://www.springer.com/978-3-319-28942-7)

**Hardcover**
2016. XIII, 213 p. (Boston Studies in Philosophy, Religion and Public Life, Band 5)
► 106,99 €
ISBN 978-3-319-28942-7

**Gewöhnlich versandfertig in 3-5 Werktagen.**
A Critical Overview of Biological Functions

This book is a critical survey of and guidebook to the literature on biological functions. It ties in with current debates and developments, and at the same time, it looks back on the state of discourse in naturalized teleology prior to the 1970s. It also presents three significant new proposals. First, it describes the generalized selected effects theory, which is one version of the selected effects theory, maintaining that the function of a trait consists in the activity that led to its differential persistence or reproduction in a population, and not merely its differential reproduction. Secondly, it advances “within-discipline pluralism” (as opposed to between-discipline[...]

More on www.springer.com/978-3-319-32018-2

Softcover
2016. VIII, 113 p. (Philosophy of Science)
► 53,49 €
ISBN 978-3-319-32018-2
Gewöhnlich versandfertig in 3-5 Werktagen.

The Puzzle of Perceptual Justification

Conscious experience, Higher-order Beliefs, and Reliable Processes

This book provides an accessible and up-to-date discussion of contemporary theories of perceptual justification that each highlight different factors related to perception, i.e., conscious experience, higher-order beliefs, and reliable processes. The book’s discussion starts from the viewpoint that perception is not only one of our fundamental sources of knowledge and justification, but also plays this role for many less sophisticated animals. It proposes a scientifically informed reliabilist theory which can accommodate this fact without denying that some of our epistemic abilities as human perceivers are special. This allows it to combine many of our intuitions about the [...] More on www.springer.com/978-3-319-30498-4

Hardcover
2016. XIII, 165 p. (Synthese Library, Band 377)
► 96,29 €
ISBN 978-3-319-30498-4
Gewöhnlich versandfertig in 3-5 Werktagen.

Hermeneutic Realism

Reality Within Scientific Inquiry

This study recapitulates basic developments in the tradition of hermeneutic and phenomenological studies of science. It focuses on the ways in which scientific research is committed to the universe of interpretative phenomena. It treats scientific research by addressing its characteristic hermeneutic situations, and uses the following basic argument in this treatment: By demonstrating that science’s epistemological identity is not to be spelled out in terms of objectivism, mathematical essentialism, representationalism, and foundationalism, one undermines scientism without succumbing scientific research to “procedures of normative-democratic control” that threaten science’s cognitive[...]

More on www.springer.com/978-3-319-39287-5

Hardcover
2016. XIV, 291 p. (Contributions to Hermeneutics, Band 4)
► 106,99 €
ISBN 978-3-319-39287-5
Erscheinungstermin: September 11, 2016

The Online Self

Externalism, Friendship and Games

This book investigates the emerging phenomenon of the self as it exists in the online world. It argues for an externalist conception of self and identity, one that does not depend on the continuity of consciousness of the subject. It also offers an analysis of related phenomenon such as online friendship and games based on this analysis. An outstanding feature of social networking sites such as Facebook and MySpace is that it allows for the user to put forward their “selves” or their identity onto the Internet and use the online self as an anchor to connect with any number of “friends” each of whom also has their own online selves. A number of questions then arise which are[...]

More on www.springer.com/978-3-319-39073-4

Epigenetics

Ethical, Legal and Social Aspects

Modern epigenetics unites scientists from life sciences, organic chemistry as well as computer and engineering sciences to find an answer to the question of how environmental influences can have a lasting effect on gene expression, maybe even into the next generations. This volume examines from an interdisciplinary perspective the ethical, legal and social aspects of epigenetics.

More on www.springer.com/978-3-658-14459-3

Softcover
2016. XIII, 189 p. 1 illus. in color. (Technikzukünfte, Wissenschaft und Gesellschaft / Futures of Technology, Science and Society)
► 96,29 €
ISBN 978-3-658-14459-3
Erscheinungstermin: October 10, 2016

Neuroethics and the Scientific Revision of Common Sense

This book is focused on the examination of the particular relationship between developments in neuroscience and commonsense concepts, such as free will, personal identity, privacy, etc., which feature prominently in moral discourse. In the book common sense is recast as an ever-shifting repository of theories from many domains, including science. Utilizing this alternative characterization of common sense, the book reexamines the impact of neuroscience on commonsense moral conceptions: Neuroethics is one of the newest, developing branches of Bioethics. Topics often raised include issues of free will, personal identity and the self; the possible ethical implication of memory[...]


Hardcover
► 96,29 €
Erscheinungstermin: October 13, 2016
The aim of this book is to understand and critically appraise science-based transgression dynamics in their whole complexity. It includes contributions from experts with different disciplinary backgrounds, such as philosophy, history and sociology. Thus, it is in itself an example of boundary transgression. Scientific disciplines and their objects have tended to be seen as permanent and distinct. However, science is better conceived as an activity that constantly surpasses, erases and rebuilds all kinds of boundaries, either disciplinary, socio-ethical or ecological. This transgressive capacity, a characteristic trait of science and its applications, defines us as "knowledge" [...]

More on www.springer.com/978-3-658-14448-7

**Information Cultures in the Digital Age**

*A Festschrift in Honor of Rafael Capurro*

For several decades Rafael Capurro has been at the forefront of defining the relationship between information and modernity through both phenomenological and ethical formulations. In exploring both of these themes Capurro has re-vivified the transcultural and intercultural expressions of how we bring an understanding of information to bear on scientific knowledge production and intermediation. Capurro has long stressed the need to look deeply into how we contextualize the information problems that scientific society creates for us and to re-incorporate a pragmatic dimension into our response that provides a balance to the cognitive turn in information and modernity through both phenomenological and ethical formulations. It provides a bridge between Western and Eastern philosophy through in-depth discussion of concepts and doctrines of phenomenology and ancient and contemporary Chinese philosophy. Phenomenological readings of Daoist and Buddhist philosophies are provided: the reader will find a study of theoretical and methodological issues and innovative readings of traditional Chinese and Indian philosophies from the phenomenological perspective. The author uses a descriptive rigor to avoid cultural prejudices and provides a non-Eurocentric conception and practice of philosophy. Through[...]
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**Scientific Knowledge and the Transgression of Boundaries**

The aim of this book is to understand and critically appraise science-based transgression dynamics in their whole complexity. It includes contributions from experts with different disciplinary backgrounds, such as philosophy, history and sociology. Thus, it is in itself an example of boundary transgression. Scientific disciplines and their objects have tended to be seen as permanent and distinct. However, science is better conceived as an activity that constantly surpasses, erases and rebuilds all kinds of boundaries, either disciplinary, socio-ethical or ecological. This transgressive capacity, a characteristic trait of science and its applications, defines us as “knowledge” [...]
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**History of Zen**

This book tells about the “History of Zen” in China and Japan. It has altogether 16 chapters. The first eight chapters are about Zen in China and the later eight chapters about Zen in Japan. It is mainly concerned with a detailed account of inheriting lineage and sermons of different Zen schools and sects in China and Japan as well as the specific facts of Chinese monks crossing over to Japan for preaching and Japanese monks coming to China for studying. Chan (Zen) Buddhism first arose in China some fifteen hundred years ago, with Bodhidharma or Daruma being the First Patriarch. It would go on to become the dominant form of Buddhism in China in the late Tang Dynasty, absorbing China’s[...]
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**Phenomenology and Intercultural Understanding**

*Forthcoming*

K.-Y. Lau

This book approaches the topic of intercultural understanding in philosophy from a phenomenological perspective. It provides a bridge between Western and Eastern philosophy through in-depth discussion of concepts and doctrines of phenomenology
G. Meynen

Legal Insanity: Explorations in Psychiatry, Law, and Ethics

This book examines core issues related to legal insanity, integrating perspectives from psychiatry, law, and ethics. Various criteria for insanity are analyzed and recommendations for forensic psychiatric and legal practice are offered. Many legal systems have an insanity defense, in one form or another. Still, it remains unclear exactly when and why mental disorders affect a person’s moral or criminal responsibility. Questions addressed in this book include: Why should insanity be a component of our legal system? What should be the criteria for an insanity defense? What would be the reasons for abolishing it? Who should bear the burden of proof? Furthermore, the book discusses the[...]
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N. Mukerji

The Case Against Consequentialism Reconsidered

This book argues that critics of consequentialism have not been able to make a successful and comprehensive case against all versions of consequentialism because they have been using the wrong methodology. This methodology relies on the crucial assumption that consequentialist theories share a defining characteristic. This text interprets consequentialism, instead, as a family resemblance term. On that basis, it argues quite an ambitious claim, viz. that all versions of consequentialism should be rejected, including those that have been created in response to conventional criti-
This book is an extended argument for the critical importance which justice and ethical leadership should have in business ethics education. The book examines the history of ideas and purposes in education, the contemporary role of business schools, and the social foundations of moral education to conclude that the pragmatic pursuit of the good must be a central aim of business strategy. To meet the challenges of facing society today, the masters of business must be moral craftsmen in a just and democratic private property economy that serves the common good. The author grounds this vision for business leadership in the centrality of systems of exchange in human society, in generating...
Ethos, Bioethics, and Sexual Ethics in Work and Reception of the Anatomist Niels Stensen (1638-1686)

Circulation of Love

This book offers a unique and comprehensive outline of the ethos, the bioethics and the sexual ethics of the renowned anatomist and founder of modern geology, Niels Stensen (1638-1686). It tells the story of a student who is forced to defend himself against his professor who tries to plagiarize his first discovery, the “Ductus Stenonis”: the first performance test for the young researcher. The focal points are questions of bioethics, especially with regard to human reproduction, sexual ethics, the beginning of life and the ensoulment of the embryo, together with frontiers of pastoral care. The book delineates Stensen’s ethos as well as its medico-ethical and theological implications. [...]
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Anthology of Philosophical and Cultural Issues
An exploration into new frontiers

This book argues that a general understanding of traditional Chinese philosophy can be achieved by a concise elaboration of its truth, goodness and beauty; that goodness and beauty in Chinese philosophy, combined with the integration of man and heaven, knowledge and practice, scenery and feeling, reflect a pursuit of an ideal goal in traditional Chinese philosophy, especially in Neo-Confucianism in the Song and Ming dynasties, lies in its insights into universal [...]
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Constitutional Rights -What They Are and What They Ought to Be

This work explains the nature of constitutional rights. It does so by means of an analysis of the nature of law in general, the nature of constitutions, and the nature of rights. It looks in detail at several aspects of constitutional law, rights and institutions, as well as aspects related to public officials, private persons and associations. In addition, the book critically examines a considerable number of debates about whether some actual or proposed constitutional rights ought to be established and maintained in the United States constitution. It then identifies the kinds of reasons that justify or fail to justify constitutional rights. The book advances the debate and makes a [...]
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Feeling Together and Caring with One Another
A Contribution to the Debate on Collective Affective Intentionality

This book examines the human ability to participate in moments of joint feeling. It presents an answer to the question concerning the nature of our faculty to share in what might be called episodes of collective affective intentionality. The proposal develops the claim that our capacity to participate in such episodes is grounded in an ability central to our human condition: our capacity to care with one another about certain things. The author provides a phenomenologically adequate account of collective affective intentionality that takes seriously the idea that feelings are at the core of our emotional relation to the world. He details a form of group emotional orientation. [...]
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Presenting real life cases from clinical practice, this book claims that children can be conceived of as moral equals without ignoring the fact that they still are children and in need of strong family relationships. Drawing upon recent advances in childhood studies and its key feature, the ‘agentic child’, it uncovers the ideology of adultism which has seeped into much what has been written about childhood ethics. However, this book also critically examines those positions that do accord moral equality to children but on grounds not strong enough to support their claim. It lays the groundwork for a theory of moral equality by assessing the concepts of parenthood, family, best[...]
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**Bridging Complexity and Post-Structuralism**

**Insights and Implications**

This work addresses the topic of philosophical complexity, which shares certain assumptions with scientific complexity, cybernetics, and General Systems Theory, but which is also developing as a subject field in its own right. Specifically, the post-structural reading of philosophical complexity that was pioneered by Paul Cilliers is further developed in this study. To this end, the ideas of a number of contemporary French post-structural theorists and their predecessors - including Derrida, Nancy, Bataille, Levinas, Foucault, Saussure, Nietzsche, Heidegger, and Hegel - are introduced. The implications that their various insights hold for our understanding of complex human systems are[...]
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**The Philosophy of Science and Engineering Design**

This book discusses the relationship between the philosophy of science and philosophy of engineering, and demonstrates how philosophers of engineering design as well as design researchers can benefit from the conceptual toolkit that the philosophy of science has to offer. In this regard, it employs conceptual tools from the philosophical literature on scientific explanation to address key issues in engineering design and philosophy of engineering design. Specifically, the book focuses on assessing the explanatory value of function ascriptions used in engineering design and philosophy of technical functions; on elaborating the structure of explanation in engineering design; on[...]
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